Application Instruction

IMPORTANT: Minimize touching adhesive with fingers

Flexible Signs
1) With clean, dry hands peel protective liner back about 2" from one end and position
piece on surface. Continue to remove liner. Press product firmly in place as liner is
removed.
2) For small pieces: Peel liner off piece. Holding piece by its edges, curve it gently with
the adhesive side out. Align the middle of the piece with the middle of the target sur
face and press down.
3) Finally, press piece into firm contact with surface starting in the middle and working
out towards the edges.

Rigid Signs
• Foam Tape
I) With clean, dry hands remove piece from pad and apply to surface or product.
2) Remove release liner from applied die cut piece.
3) Align product and press into firm contact with surface starting in the middle and
working out towards the edges.
• Mechanically Fasten
I) Make a line on the wall to mark where the top and side of the sign will be located.
2) Hold the sign to the lines and mark the studs or spots you will be drilling the holes for
your mounting hardware. Be sure to mark both the wall and sign so they are in align
ment. Then, drill your holes. If you are using wall anchors tap them in at this time.
3) Secure the sigri to the wall. � · - - --- - � ·- - ----- There my be additional application methods for the Glo Brite® signs, however it is the sole re
sponsibility of the user I installer to test compatibility and determine its suitability for the intended
application.

Product Certification
All NYC Department of Buildings, Materials and Equipment Acceptance Division,
approved Glo Brite® products provided are equivalent to those tested and accepted for
use, as provided in Section 27-131 of the New York City Building Code.

